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Cine Sol

Entertainment

Sports

Film festival features
latino-made movies
at S. Padre Island p. 4

Greeting card contest
offers chance to win
p. 5
$150 in cash.

Tennis season opens,
team has high hopes
p. 6
for 95-96 season

HltlJ'iean
J
NCAA letter of inquiry
alleges six major violations

[ News Shorts
For Your
Information

Today- Susan Deans-Smith,
associate professor of history at
UT- Austin will give a lecture
entitled: "The Casta Paintings
Reconsidered : Race, Class, and
Culture in Colonial Mexico" at
noon in LA IOI.
•Student Discount Cards have
arrived and can be picked up at
the SGA office UC 3 15.
•International Student Association will meet at 4:30 p.m. in the
.Women's Dorms.
•Hi story movie, Waterloo,
7:l0p.m., LA 101.
Friday-The Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Program will host its Annual Alcohol Awareness Works hop at 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the
Media Theater. In compliance
with the UTPA Alcohol Policy,
this workshop is mandatory for
all registered student organizations.
Oct. 1- Guest Artist, John Paul,
piano, 3 p .m. , Fine Arts Auditorium .

Oct. 3- Valley Symphony Orchestra with guitarist David
Starobin and the UT Pan American Folkloric Dance Company, 8
p.m., Fine Arts Auditorium.
Oct. 4- The first in the series
of 1995-96 First Wednesday Faculty Forums will be held at the
McAllen Country Club. Giving
a talk on topographic brain mapping will be Dr. Victor Alvarado.
Call 38 1-2500 for more info.
•School of Education seminar,
"Job Interviewing Techniques,"
3:30 to 4 :30 p.m., University
Ballroom.

State
The attorney general has approved a policy which will allow
the relatives of murdered victims
to watch the execution of their
killer.
Officials plan to expand the
viewing room and place a partition between the killer 's and
victim's families in order to curb
possible confrontations.
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Nation

Government researchers reported that the number of ne w
HIV cases in infants has leveled
off to about 1,600 a year. Researchers say two-thirds of those
cases could have been prevented
by mothers taking the drug AZT.

World
Shootings in Johannesburg,
South Africa have increased tension between the African National Congress and the Zulu nationalist lnkatha Freedom Party.
Unknown gunmen killed
twelve people while praying and
four policemen were shot to
death while investigating a murfiier. Al,o four more policemen
and an mformant were killed by
a mob on Monday.

David Waltz
News Editor

With the arrival of the long-awaited
National Collegiate Athletic Association's
(NCAA) letter of inquiry earlier this week,
one chapter closes in the Bronc athletic
scandal and another opens.
The university has until Nov. 17 to respond to the letter of inquiry listing six
alleged major violations where "allegations and charges filed appear to be of
sufficient substance and reliability to warrant an official inquiry."
Head coach Mark Adams has been reassigned to other duties pending the outcome of the investigation. Assistant
Coach Tim Thomas will serve as interim
head coach. In addition, the current probation period, which initiated from previous NCAA violations, will be extended
until the latest investigation is settled.
University officials say that may not be
until February.

The six major allegations stem from a
UTPA and NCAA investigation which
started 11 months ago after Track Coach
Reid Harter notified President Miguel
Nevarez of 35 issues he considered violations of NCAA rules and/or state law.
The NCAA found that only three of the
35 allegations had merit.
Harter formerly served as NCAA compliance officer. He was removed from that
position in 1992 after notifying the NCAA
of violations. Becky de los Santos, who
succeeded Harter as compliance officer,
also was removed after expressing concerns over NCAA violations.
According to the letter of inquiry, the
two alleged violations involve Southeastern College of the Assemblies of God correspondence courses. Terrance Rone, a
former Bronc basketball player, received
credit for a correspondence cour e in algebra from Southeastern to complete an
associate degree at Midland Junior College, thereby becoming e ligible to receive

athletically related financial
aid at UTPA.
Former assistant men's basketball coaches
Clint Ellis and
Kelly Green,
whose brother
Steve Green is a
former basketball coach at
Midland, allegedly provided improper assistance to Rone by "receiving course materials , arranging proctors for their final
examinations and sending various course
materials from via facsimile."
Rone's first name on his final examination was spelled differently from that on a
Midland Junior College information
form- Terr"e"nce on the final exam, as
opposed to Terr"a"nce on the information form.
In addition, the McAllen Monitor re-

' , • am pleased to
report that the
NCAA found no
merit in 32 of
those allegations."
Miguel Nevarez
UTPA President

ported a source within the athletic depart111ent said former men's basketball player
Greg Black and former recruit Fabian
Minna also received credit at Southeastern. In a similar case involving Southeastern, three Baylor University assistant
coaches were convicted of wire and mail
fraud for providing similar assistance to
Baylor athletes.
"We cannot speculate whether any

See Violations, p. 3
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Six major violation allegations
brought against men's basketball
• involvement by coaching staff members in correspondence
courses
• student work production in correspondence courses
• disregard of university and NCAA instructions on rules
of investigation conduct by coaching staff members
• special benefits to student athletes involving medical treatment, automobile transportation and lodging
• off-campus basketball camps
• use of gymnasium facilities

Adams ·relieved
of coaching position
the NCAA."
Tim Thomas, Adams' assistant for three
News Editor
will take the helm of the basketball
years,
Mark Adams has been the men's basprogram.
ketball coach since 1992, but in light of
"Tim Thomas will be the interim head
the Broncs' scandal, he has been removed
coach for the Broncs, and we
from his post and reasexpect him to maintain consigned within the ath letic
tinuity within the program
department pending further
and to build on the positive
review of allegations by an
record of the last couple of
official letter of inquiry of
years," Gary Gallup, athletic
rules violations within
director, said.
men's basketball.
It is unclear whether
The decision to rea ign
Adams will remain at
Adams came after consulUTPA. According to Rieke,
tation with the president's
his stay here depends on his
office, the Sun Belt Conferpersonal plans and the outence office and the UT sysof the investigation.
come
Mark Adams
tem.
"It will depend upon the
"He (Adam ) wa reoutcome of the investigation
moved due to the charges leveled against
whether or not the univer ity keeps him
the basketball program," Neal Rieke, as(Adams) at UTPA," Rieke said.
sistant to the vice president, said, "It's
Adams was unavailable for comment.
better until everything is taken care of with

David Waltz

The Pan American/Liza Longoria

Senior Rick Garcia ties off a rope during a recent ROTC training
excerclse In the Science Quad.

New campus police vehicles bring updated image to department
Jessy Coder
Staff Reporter

For the first time in the history of the department, university police officers are driving
new vehicles. Three Ford

Tauruses and a GMC Sonoma
truck are patrolling the campus.
The $76,000 price includes the
vehicles and radios, lig hts and
graphics.
When Sgt. Mike Garcia first

became emp loyed at UTPA 16
years ago, they had a Pirto. In the
80's, the automobiles used ranged
from station wago ns to sma ll
scooters. Most of the vehicles over
the years have been hand-me-

downs from the DPS . When asked give them more authority?
Actually, no. They have alabout the new vehicles, Garcia
ways been state police. In fact,
said, "They're perfect."
If you haven ' t noticed, the the police department of The
words state police are written on
See Police, p. 3
the back of the cars. So, does this
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NCAA bites Broncs
What is wrong with the athletic program?
Our basketball program has been on probation
five times in 27 years. Now it looks like the NCAA
is about to take another bite out of the Bronc .
President Miguel Nevarez tries to sugar coat the
situation by saying,he is pleased "that the NCAA
found no merit in 32 of those (35) allegations."
However, the NCAA has also added three
more allegations. That's still six allegations of
major violations. There's no sugar coating that.
The fact that there are any allegations is
enough to discredit the athletic program that
we pay 50 percent of our student fees to. To
compound the problem, we also have that
five time probation thing .
Why does it happen over and over again?
Why is it that two NCAA compliance
officers who reported violations were
removed shortly afterward?
Don't try to point a finger at each coach
who put us on probation. It has to go
deeper than just that. At the very least
there has been negligence on the part of
the athletic director and the administration in keeping a tight rein on the
athletic program.
Perhaps that is exactly what is
needed.
If the basketball coaches refuse to
listen to the NCAA, perhaps they'll
listen to the administration if they
are hit where it truly hurts- their
pocketbooks.
Give.some of that money back to
academics and student affairs and
you' II see a definite improvement
in the ethical standards of the
program.
After all, we all listen when it
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Powell's election turning point of America
,.As £J Stltl U

'·•a

efore this country's conflict with Iraq, many
mericans had never
heard of Gen. Colin
Powell. Now, as the country and
politicians gear up for the 1996
elections, certain people and forces
are preparing the retired general
and his image for a serious run at
the White House. Despite his official denials to such action, it is
becoming clear that this son of
Jamaican immigrants might be
willing to stake his past glories, in
fact his e ntire life and that of his
family, on a bid to be not only the
first black president but the first
one to do so as an independent.
Speculation had been swirling
as to the inclinations of Colin
Powell, whether he would make a
serious attempt at capitalizing on
his success and achievements
within the political arena or
whether he would
fade into the
light of retirement .
Currently the general is out promoting his autobiography, 'My
American Journey,' which details
his life and his rise to prominence
both within the military and Washington. The book allows the former
leader to finally speak out on how
he sees the country, and how he
feels about the direction ofits lead-

.

Mark Milam

ers. Co1in Powell states that his prayer is unnecessary. He holds
service has allowed him an exclu- convictions that support both afsive look into the office of the firmative action and welfare propresident. He knows what is de- grams, and has doubts about
manded of the president-or does whether or not it is possible to cut
he?
taxes ... Of course, for years, canColin Powell served under didates have seized victories by
Reagan, Bush, and Clinton; so, in promising to cut taxes. Colin
my opinion, he has worked for a Powell at least said he was not
senile thief, a forked-tongue liar, sure it could be accomplished.
and a draft dodger... Great refer- Maybe Powell could cut food
ences for any political resume in stamps assistance, and we could
this century!
use the money to ship supplies to
Still I have to wonder whether or Bosnia, or buy new parachutes ...
not this is a serious attempt at I want to bail out before the plane
being a candidate, or just an excel- goes down.
lent
promotion
for
his
omehow this all seems
autobiography ... Supposedly, the
a tease. It brings to
book is selling briskly, but we all
mind the sight of Ross
know that it takes more money ~•
erot promising to lead
than that to be president.
America and her people into the
It also takes a complete stand promise land, down the yellow
on the issues. Before I even con- brick road of democracy, but do
sider voting for anyone, I want to you remember? Old Ross bailed
know where they stand. To this out. He said he could not carry on,
date this is all I know about Gen. leaving many who had believed
Powell's platform ... if it can be and struggled for his cause out in
called that?!
the cold, short-changed, and feelHe believes in abortion rights. ing bitter. What was pitched as a
He has stated that he thinks school grand revival of the system and

the people's power turned out to
be a bunch of old Texas 'hogwash.' Are we ready to believe in
another flake? At least Ross Perot
had a chance and the momentum.
I seriously doubt if America would
feel the same about Colin Powell.
True Colin Powell has the presence and leadership abilities to
handle the responsibilities and
fulfill his duties. What concerns
me is the agenda, and how would
this agenda pass through a system
that is controlled by bipartisan
interests and individuals? At this
point the answers are not clear.
Maybe Gen. Powell owes no one
an explanation of his agenda, or
even his political inclinations, but
I would be disappointed if Colin
Powell allows either the issues to ,:~•
drag him into a race that he does ~
.•i'
not want to win, or allow his lack
of agenda and position on current
issues to hinder what might be a
brilliant campaign. The election
of Colin Powell might be a turning point in this country, back to a
time and feeling that the government represents the people, to a
point where we could feel confidence
in
the
American
government. .. and believe me I
need a lot of work in that area!
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Dean praises
department
For my annual "state of the union"
address, I would like to say that your
continued interest and support of our
teacher certification program is greatly
appreciated. There is not enough
space in the column to give you all
justice, but you know who you are , so
give yourself a pat on the back for a
job well done. [A job done] so well
that we have grown to be the third
largest ACP in the state; have been
considered by state and public school
officials as one of the best in the state;
have been honored to have our
students selected Teacher of the Year
in various school districts; have been
honored to be participants the past two
years on a Department of Defense
sponsored and funded Job Fairs to
Europe and the Far East; and we have
been honored by the State Education
Agency to have been selected as a
model for an adjacent state certification program.
This and a lot more could not have
been accomplished without youstudents, staff, and faculty. To those of
you who have supported us, thank
you. I would also like to mention that
we will moving this week to Room
142 at the Education Complex.
Though we have grown in quantity
and quality, we will be down-sized in
office space, so I do hope you remain
supportive through this transition, and
we'll try to keep the quality of our
work up for you all through this and

other "speed bumps."
As we have done in the years past,
we will continue to be open during
lunch hours and stay till 6 p.m.-7 p.m.
I do suggest, as I have at other times,
that you stay focused and determined.
Get what you are paying for- quality
service. And even if possible,
maintain your cool.
To those of you in blue, keep up the
good work, even if you are thought of
in the negative context. Thanks again
for all of your support in this endeavor
to supply the school districts with
good decent people to teach our
children and yours, and I do hope we
will not lose that suppon with the
iroubling times ahead-after all the
good hard work we all have invested
in a program rarely thought of....
David A. Gonzalez
ACP/ School of Education

Student wants
money back
I am wondering if there is someone
in this university who can possibly
help me understand something about
this great establishment we call
"Higher Leaming." It just boggles
my mind to think that this university
uses my MONEY to water the grass,
trees, flowers, put fences all over
campus and make crisscrossing
sidewalks (without any roofs to
protect us from the rain or sun), and
still have the gall to tell me they
don't have any money! The university owes me $700 and doesn't want
to give it back to me.

This is my situation: I paid my
tuition in full and was supposed to
get reimbursed for my emergency
loan. Even after I paid my emergency
loan in full, they went ahead and took
the money out again from my Pell
Grant. All I received from my Grant
money was $120 dollars.
Is it me or is there something
seriously wrong here? First they tell
me it would be cleared up by the 18th
of September; now they tell me that
they need to make a budget and will
not be ready for another two weeks,
better yet, tell me whenever they feel
like it.
I am just like every other student
who is trying to get their fair share of
the "American Pie," who is trying to
better themselves by acquiring a
higher level of education. However,
it is difficult to achieve one's dreams
when this quicksand of an establishment keeps on bringing everyone
down.
Come to think about it, isn't it so
ironic that the university is always on
time when it comes to sending our
bills, but if we are late. we get
charged a late fee, plus we get
dropped from our courses? However,
when it is the other way around, our
checks are always late (do we charge
the university a late fee?). We have
more parking permits than parking
spaces. Grass is watered day and
night. (I don't know about the rest of
the student body, but I don't come to
Pan American because of its
vegetation.) The ice cold food at the
cafeteria is way too expensive (an

arm and a leg for two crackers).
College is supposed to be the best
years of our young adult life. not bad
memories of filing for bankruptcy.
I am sorry, but I am a part of that
large majority who is sick and tired,
tired and sick of this bureaucracy. I
am part of generation X who is
simply tired of turning the other
cheek, being passive and counting to
IO to calm down. I am too much of a
woman who has put up with too
much for too long, and I demand
justice. "Hello, my name is Maricela
• have you seen my money?
Maricela Ponce,
Junior, biology major

SGA wants clubs
to adopt a bench
On behalf of the Student Government Association, I would like to
take this time to welcome you to
another exciting and prosperous
academic year! As you might have
already noticed, there has been a
progressive amount of campus
improvement. One of these improvements includes the construction of
many new picnic tables and benches.
In the past, we at student government have given clubs and organizations the opportunity to become
directly involved in campus beautification through the Adopt-A-Bench
program. If you are not yet familiar
with the program, allow me to briefly
explain what it entails:
The Adopt-A-Bench Program

See Bench, p.3

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They must be signed and include the writer's major. classification at UTPA and be typed.
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New SGA adviser and coodinator of
~student development
TheJma Meza
staff reporter

The new student government adviser~JeanaNeJson, is getting to know
UIPA and its students. She recently
moved to the Valley from Oklahoma.
The 30-year-old Arkansan graduated from Southern Nazarene UniverrL..n,.,,rt., ..t .. degree m
·
SJ·ty Wl'th an \IIlu,.,,y...........,

.:•'~.
-••
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,: • : .
_;..., •ca1 educa
. ., .. ,r llrt •.-.... • , ... •
yuys1
ti.on and a masters in ::: '. t{"(i ~... -1,·~~;~.t-., ·, ~•~i ••
coonseling. She was the resident director for five years at Swthefu

Nazarene.
,
:. 'Prior to that, Nelson coached volleyball and basketball~ physical education for three years.
She is the coordinator of student develqpment along-with bemg'the
SGA advisee. As coordinator, Nelson helps out with~ ~a_iid
wotb with campus organi7.ations. She's also advises ~ tilJheir

Violations, from pg. 1_

Police, from pg. 1 _ _

criminal charges will be levied
against any coaches at this time,"
Neal Rieke, assistant to the vice
president, said.
Other allegations involve offcampus basketball camps, improper use of gymnasium facilities, special benefits to student athletes im0lving medical treatment,
automobile transportation and
lodging, and disregard of university and NCAA instructions on
rules of investigation conduct by
coaching staff members.
"We can't speculate on the outcome of this inquiry," Rieke
said. "We know it (the inquiry) is
serious and all we can do is outline and identify any problems we

University of Texas System is
the seventh largest police department in the State of Texas.
Unlike city police who cannot
go past certain boundaries, UTPA
police have the right to oversee
larger areas. An example would
be the Coastal Studies Lab at
South Padre Island. Since it is
property of The University of
Texas, the university police department has jurisdiction in
Hidalgo and Cameron counties.
"Police officers are entrusted
with protecting the property of
the State of Texas," Howard
Miller, chief of police, said.
The cars have received a positive response on campus.
Isaac Garcia, a mechanical engineer major, said simply,
"They're cool."
The chief agrees.
"They definitely improve the
image of the university," Miller

see."

rights.
Her thoughts on SGA?
Nelson said she was accustomed to a more controlled~
Oklahoma. (Southern Nazarene was a pri~ college,}'
She said SGA is structured more like our U.S. gov
elllm!nt cowicil. She praises Pan American on hav,·1lg,l1JU1ti11.11
dom to express ourselves. As for SGA membenl, Ne~
'"They're super people with exceptional ideas."
·-·•~-...-... The only culture shock she's had is the he.at and the lraffic. ;.;n::(.uc

Accepting
applications for
copy editors. Apply
in U.C. 322.

✓

said. "They are representing the
campus as a whole and it gives us
somethinz to take pride in."
Continuing education's criminal

justice institute will use the old
cars for inservice training for
police and correction officers.

,:iff~iif.i~,

drive at a slower pace down here, she said. Nelson's h........
in McAllen and they have two children. You can findu;

104B.

Benches, -from pg. 2 _
gives clubs and organizations visibility and advertisement, while
serving their school. It involves
the designing, painting and maintaining of a bench or picnic table
on campus. As much as we would
like to make this opportunity fun
and easy, there are some guidelines that must be followed before
obtaining a pointing a bench or
picnic table. They are as follow :
,. l. The club or organization must
. . :•-.-il$ree on a location of the bench,
· ttlJeqllest it from me at the SGA
'
• . · ill try my very best to
., ·,. ''.\l~~mtnodate everyone's re-

quests, but it must be understood
that the most popular areas are not
always available. Please don't be
disappointed if your first choice
is not what you are awarded. The
following benches and picnic
tables are presently available at the
buildings specified:
LIBERAL ARTSfour
benches; EDUCATION- three
benches; Hall behirtd LRC- thtee
benches, 1/2 picnic table; MATHtwo picnic tables; BUSINESStwo benches; COAS- one bench;
BIOLOGY ANNEX- nine
benches; FINE ARTS- one bench,
one picnic table; GRASS AREAtwo benches.

For your AVON Beauty Needs, aoo
other AVON products, stocking
stuffers call 262-2867. Christmas
catalogs available.
TRAVELABROAD AND WORK.
Makeup to $25-45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching backgrowld or Asian languages required.
Forinfonnationcall: (206) 632-1146
ext.

158631.

STUDENTS NEEDED! National
Parks are now hiring seasonal & fulltime. Forestry workers, park rangers, firefighters, lifeguards, + more.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:
1-206-545-4804 ext. N58631.

FAST FUNDRAISER - raise $500
in 5 days. Greeks, groups, clubs, motivated individuals. Fast, easy. No
financial obligation. (800)862-1982
Ext. 33.

CONTRACT NO. 216XXM7016.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
FOR PROPOSED WORK The
Texas DepartmentoITransportation.
District office, 600 West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas, will accept
sealed bids for ROADSIDE
PLANTING AND ESTABLISHMENT. Work will be performed on
FM 802, etc. in Cameron Co. (01).
Bids will be received no later than
5:00 p.m., 10/17/95 and then publicly read at 11:30 a.m., 10/18/95.
All prospective bidders are encouraged to attend the pre-bidders' conference which will be held at 11:30
a.m., 10'°4/95 at the above mentioned address.
Bidding proposals, plans and
specifications may be obtained at the
pre-bidders' conference or by contacting the district maintenance office at Zl0-702-61;3;2.in Pharr after
the pre-bid conference date.

CONTRACT NO. 216XXM7015.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
OFPROPOSEDWORK. TheTexas
Department of Transportation, District Office, 600 West Expressway
83, Pharr, Texas, will accept sealed
bids for PRUNING TREES, UNDERBRUSH AND SHRUBS.Work
willbeperformedonUS281,ETC.in
Hidalgo Co. (07). Bids will be received no later than5:00p.m., 10/l 7/
95 and then publicly read at 10:30
a.m., 10/18/95.
All prospective bidders are encouraged to attend the pre-bidders'
conference which will be held at 10:30
a.m., 10/04/95 at the abovementioned
addresss.
Bidding proposals, plans and
specific_ations may be obtained at the
pre-bidders' conference or by contacting the District Maintenance office aJ 210-702-6132 in Pharr after
the pre-bid conference.

CONTRACT NO. 216XXR1003.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
OF PROPOSED WORK. The
Texas DepartmentofTransportation,
District office, 600 West Expressway
83, Pharr, Texas, will accept sealed
bids for CLEANING AND PAINTING OF RADIO TOWERS. Work
will be performed on US 83, etc. in
Hidalgo Co. (01,07). Bids will be
received no later than 5:00 p.m., 10/
17/95 and then publicly read at 1:30
p.m., 10/18/95.
All prospective bidders are encouraged to attend the pre-bidders'
conference which will be held at 1:30
p.m., 10'°4/95 at the above mentioned
address.
Bidding proposals, plans and
specifications may be obtained at the
pre-bidders' conference or by contacting the District Maintenance office at 210-702-6132 in Pharr after
the pre-bid conference date.
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TWO DRINK S.PECIALS
~BAR DRINKS I I
AND DRAFT
8 PM TO 10:30
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ALL OTHER -DRINKS
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Valley film festival focuses on Latino works this weekend ...
,,

Ray Quiroga
Staff Reporter

For the past three years, CineSol has
been the Valley's first and only film festival. The annual film festival has grown
a nd evolved both in popularity and in content. Still, many of the original goals that
CineSol started with remain intact. The
movies shown at the festival deal with
Chicano themes and the Mexican experie nce here in America. In this sense, the
film festival acts as an educational vehicle.
As Evy Ledesma, CineSol president, said,
"We educate the region and at the same
time give our filmmakers exposure."
The festival, which will last two weeks,
kicks off tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. at the
South Padre Island Convention Center.
The events for opening night include the
screening of the highly acclaimed movie
from director Severo Perez, ... " And the
Earth Did Not Swallow Him." Perez will

also be the recipient of the 1995 CineSol
Award of Excellence. Chicano director
Hector Galan will also pay homage to
former uni on leader and Chicano activist
Antonio Orendain. Saturday's feature
will be Gabriel Retes', "Bienvenido/Welcome."
Many of the filmmakers promoted by
the festival are from the Southwest region,
mainly South Texas. By giving the needed
exposure to these filmmakers who usually
use the Valley as the setting in their films,
CineSol hopes to bring more filmmakers
to Texas so they can take advantage of
Texas' economic, cultural and scenic diversity.
CineSol remains a nonprofit organization. Much of their budget comes from
grants such as those given through the
Texas Commission on the Arts. They depend on corporate and private donations
for the rest of the budget. The admission
fees go toward flying and boarding the

filmmakers and actors for the festival.
Last year, the festival premiered one
world premiere; this year, CineSol will
premier four, including a film by UTPA
alumnus Fred Garcia, who will debut his
first feature, "Pain flower."
This year, CineSol will also network
with another film forum: the Chicano/
Latino film forum of Austin. They will
support films de La Nueva Onda such as
Marcos Gonzales' "Mohammed's Radio,"
Sandra Guardado's "The Reunion," and
Fred Garcia's, "Painflower."
In addition, Cinesol will conduct a variety of workshops ranging in topics from
acting to documentaries. The seminars
will feature panelists such as Jesse
Borrego, the star of TNT's "Tecumseh"
to local author/poet Dr. Carmen Tafolla.
The island portion of this year's
CineSol festival will close on Sunday, but
in no way will this mean the end of the
festival. Movies from the festival will play

across the Valley. Locations for the screen- , ,we spend money to t~ke
ings include Valley-wide movie theaters,
our children to the movies
cultural centers, schools and libraries. On
and we are not even
Oct. 14, CineSol, with co- sponsor
a
with
festival
its
out
close
MEChA, will
represented in the movies
showing of Fred Garcia's "Painflower"
we go see, we have to make
here on campus.
Hollywood realize that we
"We just seem to get bigger and better,"
are a vital market for them
Ledesma said. Her excitement also stems
from the fact that there might be a future
to tap into."
broadcast coalition between CineSol and
Evy Ledesma
PBS. Already PBS will air documentaries
Cinesol President
such as the award winning "Songs from
the Homeland," by Hector Galan, a docu- to the movies and we are not even reprementary on the evolution of Tejano mu- sented in the movies we go see," she said.
sic, which will run Monday through Oct. "We have to make Hollywood realize that
we are a vital market for them to tap into."
6.
Admission is $25 for tomorrow's preIt is important to support and expose our
Mexican and Mexican-American film- miere and $20 dollars for the weekend
makers to the masses. As Ledesma said, screenings. Tickets are available at the
"We have to maL~ this region aware that SPI Convention box office. Cinesol is
there are talented people within our Raza." sponsored in part by the SPI Convention
"We spend money to take our children Center and "Hispanic Magazine".

Former drama student returns for University mainstage play 'Roosters '
Jason Gutierrez
Staff Reporter

When Valente Rodriguez graduated
from Pan Am in '86, he had dreams of
making a living as an actor. Turning those
dreams into reality, Rodriguez headed for
Los Angeles and landed parts in major
Hollywood productions such as "Mi
Familia, My Family," "Bound By Honor,"
"Salsa," and "Mr. Jones."
"My family tried to show their support,
but they were concerned with how I was
going to get a job," Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez has returned to play the lead
in the university 's mainstage production
of "Roosters," written by Milcha SanchezScott.
When Rodriguez had the opportunity of
playin g the lead in the university's
mainstage production of "Roosters," he

jumped at the chance to return to his alma
mater and perform on the stage he once
knew.
"When I was in the film version of
"Roosters," I played the comical character Adan which was the comic relief to the
film," he said.
Rodriguez said that to come back and
perform one of his favorite plays on the
UTPA mainstage is an honor and a privilege.
In addition to his film work, Rodriguez,
who has had minor parts in various television programs including Beverly Hills
90210, Mad About You, Growing Pains
and Golden Girls, is a regular on Culture
Clash.
"I was originally going to become a corporate attorney, so I could take advantage
of the system and make lots and lots of
money," he said.

The Pan American/ Eddie Garza

After playing the Hollywood scene,
Valente Rodriguez returns to Pan Am's
mainstage to play Hector in "Roosters"
Oct. 11 through Oct 15.

According to Rodriguez, the first class
he took at Pan Am was the summer class
in Theater which swayed his decision to
stay in the Valley and, better yet, pursue
his education goals at the university.
"I was accepted to Princeton, but I felt
that I needed to be close to my family and
I wanted to explore this acting bug that I
couldn't shake," he said.
Rodriguez said that he coaxed himself
into a theater degree because he could always tell his family that he could teach or
continue his education with law school.
"I was always telling myself that a theater degree could still be considered prelaw or I could always teach at the high
school level, but I knew that the only thing
I wanted to do was act."
While at Pan Am, Rodriguez, who had
leading roles in 30 mainstage productions,
had acquired a solid technical background

by working various positions off stage.
In 1988, Rodriguez auditioned for Jose
Luis Valenzuela's Latino Theatre Lab at
the Los Angeles Theatre Center and he has
built a professional report with the center.
Rodriguez is continuing his stage work
with several other theater productions such
as "Inspector General," "Stone Wedding,"
"Ten November," ''The Crucible."
"I felt like I had to give something back
to all the professors who took the time to
guide and help me; and that is why I came
back.," he said. "I'm paying homage to
all who supported my passion."
Rodriguez also had words of wisdom to
students who are considering the entertainment business as a career choice.
"The first th ing I say is don't become
an actor; and if that is ignored, I tell them
that acting has to be their passion or you
won ' t be satisfied."
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Professor speaks today

Seven
Brad Pitt, Morgan Freeman
New Line Cinema
"Seven", the skulking new suspense thriller, is an eerie look at
how a creepy (with a capital C)
serial killer can perversely organize murders to match each of the
seven deadly sins.
Brad Pitt stars as a new hotshot
detective who continues to blow
his cool, along with Morgan Freeman, a detective on the edge of
retirement.

Together, they roam on the trail
of a serial killer starring Kevin
Spacey, a demonic toy-looking
mastermind.
The mechanical psychology in
"Seven" is not to be compared to
anything as brilliant as "Silence of
the Lambs"- a movie with much
more worthy plot developments.
There are surely guarantees that
you will get a lot of dead bodies,
homicidal victims of a killer trying to punish the world. *** l/2
Holly Meisel

Children of the Vampire-The
Diaries of the Family Dracul
Jeanne Kalogridis
Delacorte Press
Family survival plays a major
role in the newest vampire tale by
Jeanne Kalogridis, "Children of
the Vampire ."
"Children ofthe Vampire" is the
second book in "The Diaries of the
Family Dracul Trilogy." In this
book, the children of Vlad the
Impaler, also referred to as
Dracula, come together to protect

one of their own.
Vlad is on a quest searching for
his grandson, Stefan, making him
one of the creatures of the night
and freeing himself from a curse
that has entrapped him in
Transy Ivania.
The Diaries of the Family
Dracul is the prequel to the time
honored classic, Bram Stoker's
Dracula. Kalogridis delivers the
tale with elegance and sensuousness, remaining true to the vampire genre. Omar Gonzalez

Greeting card contest offers $250 in prizes
Students have a chance to win
cash prizes in a greeting card contest whose deadline is Oct. 6.
Sponsored jointly by the art department and development office,
the contest seeks nonsectarian
designs. The winner's design will
be featured on a printed card
wh.ich will be used by the university as a holiday greeting card.
The International Women's
Board, which supports the project,
will furnish cash prizes of $150
for the winner; $100 for second
place.
More than 1,500 cards will be
printed. The back of the card or
inside left will indicate the artist's
name and classification as a student at UTPA, and the nature of
the project as sponsored by the

A-FAST PRINTING
5221 S. BUS. 281 STE. F

ACROSS
1 Food fish
5 Impression
10 Catch sight of
14 High point
15 Stogie
16 --de-camp
17 Stampede
18 An Astaire

19 Youthful suffix
20 Helped
22 Dryness

2-4 Units of
computer
information
25 Ruler of old
26 Firs or steam
29 Bill collector
.
33 Saucy
34 Kingly
36 C,entral part
37 Poetic
preposition
38 Carney or
Garfunkel
39 Eng. flyers
40 Holiday times
42 Sorrow
44 Fill up
45 Soldier on guard
11 Wharf
47 Suds
49Way
12 Works In verse
50 Scarlett's home 13 Camp item
51 Renowned
21 Moral lapse
5-4 News items
23 Used to own
25 Jalopy
58 Estrada of TV
59 Wont
26 Swords
61 Cabbage variety 27 Boldness
62 Occupation
28 Grassy area
63 Gladden
29 Actor Ritchard
64 Give off
30 Pentateuch
31 Take to the
65 Comedown
66 Prevent from
stump
32 Direct to a
acting
source for help
67 Recipe measure
35 Used sculls
41 Petted
DOWN
42 Ground
1 Poet Teasdale
2 Musical piece
together, as
3 Smaller amount
·
teeth
-4Show
43 Butter up
44 Piled up
5 Disperse
6 Neap and ebb
46 Promise to pay
7 On In years
48 Onassis to
8 Bad: pref.
some
9 Salty snack
50 Hackneyed
10 like a lampoon 51 Tumbled

FAX SERVICE
NCR INVOICES
RAFFLE TICKETS
INVITATIONS
PH:383-6151
LABELS
PH:782-0585
RESUMES
FAX:782-0586

SUSAN DEANS-SMITH
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
"The Casta Paintings Reconsidered:
Race, Class, and Culture in Colonial Mexico"

A LECTURE AND SLIDE PRESENTATION
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Technical reports Resumes
Manuscripts
Graphs /Tables
Newsletters
Dissertations
Brochures
Theses
Come see us at South Texas BCXJk & Supply

Austin

2245

ANSWERS

Angel Wings Publications
Specializing in:

Now Buying Used Levis Jeans ~
Name Brand Used Tennis Shoes.
Come By For Quick Cash!

COPIES 5¢

cial mixtures between the Spanish, indigenous and African population of colonial Mexico.
Deans-Smith will discuss the
origins and purposes of these
paintings.The program is sponsored by the Texas Committee for
the Humanitiesand UT-Pan
American. For more information,
call Henggeler at 381-3571.

THE Crossword

Marlseta•s Ropa Usada

VALLEY'S LOWEST PRICED PRINTING

BUSINESS CARDS
FLYERS
LETTERHEADS
ENVELOPES
RUBBER STAMPS

tificate of appreciation, recognition through acknowledgement of
their name as their name as the artist on the card,and 50 copies of the
cards for their personal use.
The second place winner will
receive $100 and a certificate of
appreciation. Both artists will be
recognized at the holiday lighting
ceremony at the Fine Arts Courtyard at 7:15 p.m. Dec. 1. A copy
of the winning design will be mat:
ted and framed to include the
name of the artist and the year of
the competition. It will hang in a
prominent place in one of the Institutional Advancement Offices.
Entry forms are available in UC
108.
The development office will pay
for the printing of the cards.

International Women's board. The sity,
• only students carrying a minicontest will be judged by IWB
members, and the decision of the mum of six hours are eligible for
the contest,
judges is final.
• the winning card will have a
The rules of the competition are:
• All entries will be submitted nonsectarian, nondenominational
subject and message,
by Oct. 6,
• the final selection committee
• The artist may indicate preferred paper, type face, envelopes, reserves the right to reject all entries,
etc., as a part of the design,
• it is not required that the stu• cost of production should be
dent be an art major or be currently
moderate,
• the design should not include enrolled in art classes,
• the card should fit in a stanembossing,
• designs may be in four colors, dard envelope and not be larger
•students may submit their own than 8"x 5 1/2" or 9 1/2" X4";
• it may be folded,
color separations, but this is not
• an artist may submit more than
required,
• entries include a release that one entry.
The first place winner will repermits the use of the design for a
one time printing by the Univer- ceive a $150 cash prize and acer-

Dr. Susan Deans-Smith, associate professor of history · at The
University of Texas-Austin, will
speak on the "Casta" paintings of
Mexico at noon today in Room
101 of the Liberal Arts Building.
The "Casta" paintings, which
appeared in mid-18th century
Mexico, depict the various groups
which emerged as a result of ra-
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Mon. - Fri. 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Sat. - Noon to 2:30 p.m.

Dinner
Mon. - Fri. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
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UTPA
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
Member of the American College Health Association

T1u Princtt.on Re\'ftw ;, not a /1attd 'M·irlt Princtlon Uniwrsi or ETS.

BUSINESS OFFICE HOURS;
Monday - Friday

MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY OR
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
The Department of Psychology and
Anthropology at the University of TexasPan American is accepting applications for
admission into the Graduate Program in
Psychology, which will be beginning a class
of students in Spring of 1996. Prospective
students should be admitted into the
Graduate School at UT-PA.

SPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VAllEY•W1DI'.

$2.99 SPECIAL

!!

Pato Plate
2patos of the same
Spanish Rice, Ranchero Beans
16 oz. coke

".
..................
....u ...........u.

; WHITEROUR

i PATOS
·-------TRY •EM, YOU'LL
•

SPEaAUZJNO IN HAN0M:ADE FLOUR TORTILLAS
MRS. O'S OWN MOIIEMAOE AEQPES All FOOD

MADE FRESH DAILY OH PREMISES

WELCOME BACK

LOVE 'EMI
For additional information, contact:
Graduate Psychology Program
210 • 381-3329
-

DEADl,INE FOR APPLICATIO:\ IS l>ECE~IKER I, 1995

UTPA

OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!

8 a.m. To 5 p.m.
Tues. 8 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
•

•
•

MEDICAL CARE HOURS :
8:30 - Noon 1- 4 p.m. M -F
Tues. 8:30 a.m.- NOON
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

FREE patient consultation with physician,

physician assistants and nurses for all currently
enrolled UTPA students.
New FLU VACCINE AVAILABLE NOW
FREE HIV TESTING Mondays

•
•
•

Pharmacy
Laboratory
Immunizations

•
•

Insurance
Confidential Pregnancy Testing

•
•

PAP Smears
Sexually Trai:ismitted Disease Information
Contraceptive Information
Medical Treatment For: colds, flu, sore throats, ear
aches, gynecological problems, urinary tract problems, digestive tract problems. minor injuries

•
•

EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725
PHARR (Bus. 83) ........ 787-7401
McALLEN (Pecan) .•..•. 682-3176
McALLEN (Bus. 83) .... 687-8269
McALLEN (N. lOth) .... 682-1576

BROWNSVILLE .....
MISSION .................
WFSIACO ..............
HARLINGEN ..........

541-0Z41
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

wcated in Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 103
For more information call
381-2511
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Students react to athletic program scandal
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

With the arrival of the NCAA letter of inquiry
Monday, the athletic department has been falling
apart bit by bit as tales of cheating, lying and deceit
have unfolded in what is perhaps the biggest scandal
in this university's existence.
With the drama unraveling, coaches have been released, a whistleblower has come forth, and the men's
basketball team may be looking at the death penalty.
Many people are amazed ; others are not suprised;
and some just don 't care about the current situation
in the Bronc athletic program that reeks in the men's
basketball program.
The Nati onal Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) sent an official letter of inquiry that the
university respond to six allegations of rule violations all against the men's basketball team. Also adding to the fire was the reassignment of Bronc Basketball Coach Mark Adams, who was relieved of all
his coaching duties pend ing further investigation by
the NCAA.
Until things are resolved, Athletic Director Gary
Gallup ha reassigned Adams to other duties in by
the athletic department. This decision was made the

UTPA President's office, Sun Belt Conference and
the UT system.
Tim Thomas, Adam's assistant since 1992, will
take .over as interim coach.
Bronc basketball player A.J . Ashe, a transfer from
Midland College, said he is sad to see Adams leave.
" I feel very unhappy about the situation because
Coach Adams was one of the reasons I came to this
school and I thought he was a great coach," Ashe
said. "I was going to get a chance to learn a lot from
him."
However, Ashe said he believes the team will be
able to recover from this blow and continue with the
tradition that Adams left behind.
"I don' t think it will affect the team in any way
because it happened so early," Ashe said. "Maybe if
it had happened right before the first game, it would
have been different, but we have a lot of time to recover now; and I think we will just keep playing as
normal."
While some are feeling saddened by the situation
and sympathy for the athletic department ,others feel
it was long in coming for the department and students wonder why it took so long for the NCAA to
start an official investigation.
"This is stupid because dido 't they get into this kind

of trouble before?" Lupita Guerra, senior business
major, asked. "You'd think they would learn by now
because this is not helping our school at all. It is just
making us look bad."
Joel Hernandez, senior kinesiqlogy major, said he
thinks the department got what it deserved because
of the probation period they were already on, which
was expected to expire Aug. 20.
" Yeah, they deserved it because they did do something wrong, and what they have done reflects on
how things are run around here," Hernandez said.
Dean of Students Elvie Davis said she has gotten
a lot of mixed reactions from the students on campus.
"Some are really upset at the possibility that the
athletic department could be hurt and others are too
busy with their education and don't get too much
involved," Davis said. "so it does not matter to them.
I think they are aJI going to react in theiPown individual way; and if we are affected, of course, we are
going to have a strong reaction one way or another.
We will either be terribly relieved or distres,,ed. If it
doesn't affect us, we wiil just keep doing what we
are doing."
Davis said she hopes students will withhold judgment until the investigation is completed.

Tennis teams ready for
upcoming season
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Jessica Sanchez smashes a backhand retum while
practicing.

After having a disappointing season last year, the men's and
women's tennis teams are looking
forward for the upcoming '95-'96
season.
Most of the Bronc tennis team
will return with the exception of
Brad Tridwell. Returning are
Horacio Gutierrez who played at
# 1, Jesus Garcia #2, Gianni Von
Naeher #3, Alex Rasera #4, Brian
Smith #5, and Greg Lawrie #6.
The Broncs also recruited three
other players, Rafael Gonzalez,
Julius Mincu, and Ulf Kuschke.
Gutierrez finished last season at
5-22 while Garcia finished with
12-16 and seven wins toward the
end of the season. Von Naeher finished 9-15 while Smith finished
with 16-9, the most impressive
record of the team, and Lawrie finished 8-11.
Of the three recruits, Gonzalez
has the most potential in being a
perenial player.
''He's very competitive and hits
the ball very solid," Greg Hilly,

tennis coach said of the
Monterrey native. "He was
highly ranked in Mexico."
On the women's side, they
have to come to terms with the
loss of No. 1 seed Ellen
Nelissen, who graduated. The
Lady Broncs only have two returners, Karen Bowley #2 ,who
fmished 5-18 for last season,
and Jessica Sanchez #4, with 821.
The Lady Broncs have two
rookies and both are walk-oos.
Cristel Escalona, from
Sharyland High School, was#1
on the girls' tennis team •93'94 and Kelly Vela, Falfurrias
High School. lettered in tennis
twice.
Themen'sfu:stmatchwillbe
this weekend at the Men's
ldylwild .. The women will
compete Oct. 20-22 at the
UTSA Invitational. After that.
the teams then return home to
take on Monterrey Tech Nov.
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out merit.
However, three included in the letter of inquiry
were derived from the original allegations. The other
three allegations appeared outside UTPA's own investigation.
Davis believes the school will be affected if these
allegations are proven, but whatever the turnout she
said she believes the athletics program has been a
major contributor to the university's growth and pros~
.
perity.
"If we can't defend ourselves or find justification
for what happened; then of course something like
this tends to be hurtful to a certain extent, and I think
what we have to look at is how it can show us to
avoid these problems in the future and make thing~
better," Davis said. "The athletic program can be a
very healthy thing for the university and I know in a
lot of ways it has done good for the university, but
when something like this happens, it doen 't much
matter where it happened ... we are going to learn from
it."

Cross country competes in
double meets this weekend
The men's and women's cross
country teams hope to divide and
conquer at different meets on the
road this weekend.
The 34 member team will split
and enter two different meets. One
group will compete at The University of Texas-San Antonio tomorrow and another on Saturday at
Oklahoma State.
At the Oklahoma meet, the
teams will face competitors such
as Oklahoma and Kansas State

from the Big-8 conference, as well
as Sun Belt Conference rival Western Kentucky.
Cross Country Coach Reid
Harter said he expects Peter
Carreon and Elizabeth Ortega to
lead the teams this weekend.
"In the men, Peter Carreon is a
top runner, and in the ladies, Elizabeth Ortega," Harter said. "I am
getting strong efforts from all the
members of the squad."

Sae Runners • 7 .

Sonia's :Beaut}} .5
Student Cut $5 • Regular Cut $7
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

Thursdays only
Penns $25.00 on hair no longer than
shoulder length. Cut & Perm only.

friend~ Cfeaners

'
~~

The investigation into the allegations began in September 1994 with President Miguel Nevarez receiving a list of 35 alleged violations from a coach. Of
the 35 allegations, the NCAA found 32 were with-

Fills $15 with UTPA 1.0.

$28

lill:Fii:lla allE]

380-2239

OPEN: Tues - Fri - 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday - by appointment • Closed Monday

8:30 a.m. · 6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)
8:30 a.m. • 12:30 p.m. (Sat)

By Appointment Only

380-6588

2014 W. University, • Edinburg

2214 N. Tenth St. • McAllen • 682-4940

WINDOW TINTING
the price of
a good
sandwich
just got
lower.''

TINT NOW - PAY LATER!!
~ rITmrITTIIDI I[®
-Autoft11.ux•

$64.95

Down Pmt.
• Natural colors
• Up to 66% heal rejection
• Never fade tin1s
• National Lifetime Warranty

Arzour-JD...
JOH N SONrd

t

ECONO-TINT
win dow film!

$59.95
Down Pmt.

• Smoke & Bronze colors
• Up to 48% heat rejection
• Lifetime warranty

$39.95

0ownPmt

• Smoke colors ONLY
• Good heat reje<:tion
• 3 year warranty

(J10~~6Y
C0/---16 TO TW6 A(V(VUAL
ALCOWOL AWAQEr06SS
wOQkSWO-P!

Friday
Septembe1· :29, 1995
12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Media Theatre

Buy any footlong Sub at regular
price and get a second footlong of
equal or lesser price for 99¢ any
day after 6 p.m.
Good at Edinburg store only!

Mandatory attendance for
ALL student organizations!
Yo ur Student S ervice F ees At Work!

TINTING EXPRESS
320 South 10th Street McAllen, TX• Inside D'TRONICS!

Brought to you by ADAP. Office of Student Development.
Division of Student Affairs.
lfspec,al accommodat10ns are necessary, please notify the A DA P office at
381-3676 at least 5 days prior to the workshop so that appropriate arrangements can
be made .

Not good in combination with any other offer.

,.SUBWA~®
380-2625
102 S. 2nd St. • Edinburg
(Across from UTPA)
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.Flag Football
Scoreboard

Broncs drop three on road;
head to Comodore Country

Wednesday: 9l20
*Knights vs Phi Kappa Thetas
45-20
*Rio Rockets vs Booze Hounds
28-14

Thursdar 9[21
*Air Coneal vs Really Rottens

14-7
*Air Express vs Da Bovz
50,0

Mondar 9[25
*Booze Hounds vs. Storm
Shadows
26-6
*Really Rottens vs. Pass Kings

19-6

Tuesdar 9l26
*Cougars vs. Phi Kappa Theta
The Pan America/Liza Longoria

forfeit

On Mondays game, the Really Rottens faced off against the Pass
Kings where the Rottens stunk up the Kings 19-6. Gabe Elizadre
of the Kings manages to recover the ball after a pile up.

* denotes the winners

•

:Volleyball splits four; team ready to come home
Carlos Ybanez
Assistant Sports Editor

After going on a four game losing streak,
the Lady Broncs put those losses aside and
looked forward to winning the UTSA Volleyball Tournament Friday and Saturday.
In their first game Friday, home team
UTSA handed the Lady Broncs the first
loss of the tournament 15-10, 15-4, 1416, 15-1
The Lady Broncs had 48 kills but a .098
kill percentage to the Roadrunners .239.
Bothered by an ankle injury, top player
Marie Velasquez played only two games
for 11 assists and six digs, far below her
average. Cita Jimenez led UTPA with 23
assists. Rebecca Boykin led with 12 kills
and Christine Alvarez with 11 digs.
The Lady Broncs then lost their second
: game against Oral Roberts University late
.••:Friday night 1-1-15, 3-15, 5-15 .
Vel~sq~ez had 23 assists on 27 kills.
: t F1ghtmg back Saturday after two losses,
: the Lady Broncs upset Sun Belt Confer: ence rival Southwestern Louisiana 16-14,

:·fti

.

13-15, 12-15, 15-13, 16-14.
Velasquez and Niko! Gerlach sparked
the wild victory that ended with rally scoring and lasted a marathon 143 points.
"It was a grueling match , great all the
way," Coach Oscar Segovia said of the
long duel that put the tournament behind
schedule.
"Velasquez kept the team in control, and
Gerlach with her leadership had some really great kills," Segovia said. "It was
amazing to see them bounce back after
losing two matches and win a great victory."
With one victory in the tournament, the
Lady Broncs went after another one. With
the help of Christine Alvarez' 11 kills and
Julie Williams' 14 digs, UTPAcame back
to beat Samford 15-7, 15-8, 13-15, 15-4.
After losing twice Friday, the Lady
Broncs stormed back Saturday to finish
2-2 in the tournament and 9-6 overall.
"We overcame a lot of adversity,"
Segovia said. "Our mental preparation
helped. We were really focused. Marie
Velasquez put our team together again
with her leadership and consistency in set-

ting. Julie Williams, our middle blocker,
did an exceptional job in blocking, killing, and serving."
The Lady Broncs come home for their
next matches against Texas Southern at
7: 15 p.m. tomorrow and Texas San Antonio 4 p.m. Saturday at the Field House.
"It's going to be great to be back home
with our fans," Segovia said. "We've been
having great student and community support and that is a great asset to the team."

Runners from p.6 - - - - - - While the fastest runners will compete
in San Antonio, Harter said he is sending
"our strength and depth to Oklahoma "
because they will go against Sun Belt rival Western Kentucky.
Harter said it is difficult to choose who
will go to what meets with such large number on the team this season. Rules of the
Sun Belt Conference allow only seven
runners per team in a meet.
"It is hard to make a decision with such
a large squad and that is the reason for the
two meets," Harter said.

UTPA SPORTS
The soccer team sails into Nashville on
Friday to face the Vanderbilt Commodores after dropping three in a row on the
road.
The Texas Christian Horned Frogs
shutout the Broncs 4-0 Tuesday in a hard
fought game that dropped their record to
1-4 in non-conference action.
With TCU ranked No. 8 in the Midwest
regional poll, Frog goalkeepers stopped
all four Bronc shots. TCU connected on
four of 11 shots.
On the weekend the Broncs lost to Centenary College Saturday and Southern
Methodist University Sunday at SMU
in Dallas.
Centenary College of Louisiana broke
the Broncs' defense three times with oneon-one goalie runs Saturday to ~ut out
the Broncs, 4-0.
Albert Flores got caught in every
goalie's nightmare after holding the Cen-

tenary Gentlemen scoreless the first 40
minutes. It was 1-0 at the half.
Reynaldo Cisneros missed scoring for
the-Broncs by inches late in the game when
his 20-yard blast on a free kick soared just
high.
"In the first half we got plenty of good
shots at goal (I 0), but only three in the
second half," Dr. Miguel Paredes, UTPA
soccer coach said. "We basically collapsed
in the second half offensively. We weren't
able to control the midfield. It was a good
field, in good condition and we have no
excuses."
Sunday eighth ranked SMU's Mustangs
trampled the Broncs in an 8-0 blowout at
Westscott Field.
SMU had little trouble with the Broncs
throughout the entire game. In a revised
lineup by head coach Schellas Hyndman,
the Mustangs became relentless on the offensive attack, taking 38 shots cm goal
compared to three by the Broncs.

Golfers place third at tourney
UTPASPORTS
The Men's Bronc golf team finished the
Grand Canyon University golf tournament
in third place on Tuesday as they were
edged out of the first place position by
Utah State who closed the final with a 290.
UTPA held the first day lead on Monday by a single stroke, but could not resist
the Utah State birdie barrage for third.
The 18-team tournament showed Utah
with a total score of 885, Long Beach State
887 and UTPA with an 888.
Last week the men captured a fourth
place finish in the Sam Houston State
University tournament in Huntsville. In
the first day of the two-day tournament
Culley Howard hit a par 72 to put the
Broncs in third place tie on Thursday with
Trinity University. Both teams tied 303.
Howard shot one of three par rounds,
which was the best of the day for the 58

golfers playing the 18-hole course.
Other scorers for UTPA were Inigo Del
Val with a 76, Ronnie Lopez totaling a 77,
Mike Perez and Chris Trevino both with
a 78. Also adding to the score were Joe
Mitchell with a 78 and Rex Flores compiling ·an 82.
On Friday Howard led UTPA in both
rounds with a 72-76 to tie for sixth at 148.
Teammate Trevino managed knock in a
90-foot uphill putt to birdie to place him
in the 18th position with a 153. Lopez finished with a 150 t-0 place him at 12th,
Perez scored a 151 for 13th place, Inigo
Del Val tied for 16th with a 152.
Winning the tournament was Sam Houston State University white squad which
led with a 598 to take the title. In second
was the SHSU's orange squad which tied
with Southwest Texas State at 599. UTPA
finished with a 600, McNeese State shotI
a 602, Trinity a 613 and Louisiana Tech ~
616.
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"Where Our Patients' Eye Health Comes First"
3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

504 N. 10th St. B • McAllen

317 S. Broadway, McA1en 700S 1011> St.

(behind Tokyo Suahl Bar)

(210) 686-7435
I

682-2088

~

10 682-3126

107E Main St.
Rio Grandt C4y
210 487·5052

Reproductive Services
61:~ Sl•: S,\"E DHIVE \VEST • IIAHLINGEN

Y&SMEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
Attention Health Career Students
Littman Lightweight
Stethoscope $56.95
Lab Coats Starting at $25.95
Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.
210 E. Cano • Edinburg, Tx
318-1194
Layaways Welcome • Larger Showroom

We honor Visa - Master - Discover

In association with A"doption Affiliates

kinko•s

Providing choices in Reproduc6-ve Health Care

BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMPANY, ASK FOR
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.
insurance companies only, so they do not
apply to CREF.)
And TlAA-which, backed by the company's
claims-paying ability, offers a guaranteed rate
of return and the opportunity for dividends-is
one of a handful of insurance companies nationwide that currently hold these highest marks.

ou p~t more than just your savi~gs into
a retirement company. You put in
your trust and hopes for the future, too. So
before you choose one, ask some questions.
I low stable is the company? How solid are
its investments? How sound is its overall
financial health'?
A good place to start looking for answers
is in the ratings of independent analysts.
Four companies, all widely recognized
resources for finding out how strong a
financial services company really is, gave
TIAA their top grade.

Y

For further growth potential and diversification, there's the CREF variable annuity,
with seven different investment accounts to
give you the flexibility you want as you save
for the future~
Together, TIAA and CREF form the world's
largest private retirement system based
on assets under management, with over
$145 billion in assets and more than 75
years of experience serving the education
community. For over a million and a half
people nationwide, the only letters to
remember are TIAA-CREF.

TIAA received A++ (Superior) from A.M.
Best Co., AAA from Duff & Phelps Credit
Rating Co .. Aaa from .\1oody's Investors
Service and AAA from Standard & Poor's.
These ratings reflect TIAA's stability, sound
investments, claims-paying ability and overall finan c ial strength. (These are ratings of

• '.\o1

For Information Call:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: l-800-464-1017 !UexJco: 95-800-010-1287
Liunud br the Texas Departnunt of Health

RIO GRAN

CREF. FOUR MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
IS LETTER PERFECT.

ii

the copy center

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd 'IHmester)
~lorning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • AdoptioD: Senices
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Specializing in Sports Medicine

Arthroscopic and Reconstructive Surgery
of the knee and shoulder.
Bill Snyder M.D.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

5

Orthopaedic s'urgeon
"

.di ,h·~ount~ are il\d1!.1blr under !hl' b,u1c Tl')ITl'ml'nt plans at all 1n~t1tution1. Thc.v are, howe\'er, all n&1lable for TIM·CREF Supplemental
Rctircmc-nt -\nnu111c-s tS RAs) C REF c:er11fiu te1 arc distributed by TIAA.CREF lndividu&I & lns111utioul Services

Adult and Children
Fracture Care Sports Medicine Athletic Injury
Joint Replacements On-The-Job Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen

Tel. 21 O. 686. 2669

~ONVENIENT DAY AND EVENING HOURS. SAME DAY APPOINTMENTS.
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The Best Way To Save Mone y
On Stuff ( Other Than Borro wing
Your Roomm ate)s).

Roommates t end to get a little

weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny like that.) Better to get

Mas

yourself a MasterCard®card. Then you could use it to
buy the things you really want. And with these

College MasterValues®coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until you get your
own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird enough
as 1t 1s. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's sma rt money.™
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JCPenney
Optical C~nter
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Offer valid only on purchaocs usmg a MasterCard" Card.
Surrender coupon at time of purchase. Coupon has no cash
value, and may not be combined with any coupon, discoun~
Value R.ight package or vtSton care pbn.
L1mu one coupon per purchase. Stt op□oan for dct:uls
Void where prolubued

<ii)
· · · '.
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SAVE UP TO $140
Your college ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake you'll
always treasure. Save $35 on 10K gold, $70 on 14K gold
or $140 on 18K gold. Call 1-800-952-7002 for more details.
Mention offer #9501.

whe( ii)

<ii)

Offer v.wd 8/ 15/95 to 12/31/ 95. Offer valid only on purchases
usmg a MasterCard" Card and when the COLLEGE
MastcrValues• offer #C3WA is mentioned. Offer void where
prohibited, t2Xed, or restncted. Coupon may not be combined
with any other coupon or discount. Shipping and tundling arc
exm. Unuc one discount per purchase.

\

College Jewelr y

Offer valid 8/ 15/ 95 to 12/31/ 95.
Offer valid only on purchases using a MasterCard• Card and
offer #9501 is menaoned. Coupon may no< be combined with
any o<her coupon or discount. Shipping and lundhng arc cxtn.
Limn one chscount per purduse.
Some restnctions apply. Void whm prohibited.
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Save $3 Off A CD
Here's music to your ears ... save $3 on one regularly priced
Compact Disc at $6.99 or more when you use your
MasterCard~ Card. Limit two S3 discounts per coupon, per
purchase. Limit one $3 discount per box set purchase. Offer
Not Valid Without This Coupon. COUPON #336

Suncndec ii)

Offer and couPon valid 8/15/95 to 12/31195.
Offer vahd only on purchases ustng a MasterCard• Cud.
coupon at time of purchase.
Coupon ha, no cash redempaon value. Offer void where prohabitc-d, tax(d or mmctcd. Coupon may not be combined ¥11th
any other discount. Oucount noc to exceed S6 per coupon.
Coupon noc valid on gje merchanduc.
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SAVE $10 ON
I
SO% OFF ANY
WO MEN'S APPAREL
I
EYEGLASS FRAME
:
I Simplicity, comfort and style... that's Tweeds.
I Save 5001o on absolutely every eyeglass frame plus ...bonus
I Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call
I discount of$20 on our best lenses. Sale includes any eyeglass
frame in stock when you purchase a complete pair of eyeglasses I 1-800-999-7997 and receive a FREE catalog with our latest
I styles. Place your order and save $10 on any purchase ofS50 or
I and use your MasterCard Card. Lens discount applies to
more when you use your MasterCard Card and mention the
I our best lenses. See optician for details. Coupon required.
I COLLEGE MasterValues* offer #C3WA.
I Offer and coupon v.wd 8/ 15/ 95 to 12/3l/95.
I
I
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THE wALL sTREET JOURNAL.

:

v~H:A~

:

49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION

:

GET ONE VIDEO FREE

:

Invest in your future and stay on top of current developments
with The Wall Street]oumal. For a limited time only, use your
MasterCard• Card and pay just $23 for a 12-week
subscription to the nation's leading business publication.
To take advantage of this special offer, call 1-800-348-3555
and please refer to source key 75NY. .

(ii)

Offer valid 8/ 15/95 to 12/ 31/ 95.
Offer v.wd only on purchases usmg a MasterCard" Card and
when source key 75NY is mcnaoned
Limit one subscription discount per penon.
Void whe:re prohlb1ted.

·
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I
WHEN YOU BUY THREE
I
I Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of top-quality I
I videos at discount prices.All videos are priced at $9.95 orless I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

and are 100% satisfaction guaranteed. Act now and get one
video FREE when you buy three and use your MasterCard.,
Card. Call 1- 800-551-0262 for your FREE catalog and ask
for the COLLEGE MasterValues• offer #1081-5999.

cii)

Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer vahd only on purchases .
wing a MasterCard• Card and when the C OLLEGE
• •
Ma.sterValucs• offer #1081 - 5999 is mentioned
·AA..._7 ~':'i:' ___,.
Offer may not be combined Wlth :my other offer or ducount
•r~
Offer valid for US. rei1dcnts only Void whe:re prohibited
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BDXDFFIRE

SAVE 20%

I

Run into Herman's and save. Take 200/o off your next purchase
of regular priced merchandise when you use your MasterCard•
Card. Find everything you need at Herman's ... We Are Sports.*
Offer excludes certain merchandise, Coupon Required.

:

SAVE 25%

COU1IBIA
A°'"""'"''""' Mu"' ••"""M"'"· 1"'

Save 25% off the regular price of the Aerosmith collection,
featuring all the original Columbia albums. BOX OF FIRE
includes a previously-unreleased, 5-crack bonus disc of
Aero-rarities and hard-to-find gems including "Subway", "Circle
Jerk" and more! Order now and get 12 CDs for 89.99. Call
r. th
1-800-322-3412 and ask ,or e COLLEGE MasterValues~ Offer.

o

0

(Ol.LEGE

Otf,rv.1l1d ~ 15 '95 to 11/31 / 95. Offen-ahd o,~v on purchases 1t<1ng
.t M.1.<1erCml' C.ud Jlld wh,11 th< COLLEGE MasterValues'
. ~ • •
otfc:r u m c:nnonc:J . Otfc:r 111.1y not be:- combme-d \\1th any ocher
'AL.-:::"",-;,
di«oum. Sh1pr1111t .tnd h,11dl111!( S3.50 per purch,se. Lmut one
'•ldSfHVa'r,:JS
prolubn,d.
di«oum per pun·h.1.<e. S.ll« 1.1., ,ppbc,bl,. Void \\M<

Offer and coupon valid 8/15/95 10 12/31/95. Offer v.wd only on purchaocs wmg a
MasterCard' Card Su=ndercouponatnme of purchase. OlfercxcludesCronWalk
Plw, Canho-Gbde, all golfballs, select pro clubs, select Prince, Wilson, Head.
Pro-Kennex and Ektclon rackco, select Nike and Reebok Presoge produ~ Fil.t,
Teva, Convmc LJ.. Asics 2001 and R olletbbde foo<wear, Team
DtV151on mcrchanduc:, hunang and fuhing bcensn, <qwpment
services, home delivery and g,fi «rtifiutes. Offer may no< be
,
•
combined wuh any other discount or promooon. Lmut one
AA.-:::"";;-;::_.
coupon per purch,se, Coupon vahd >t lllY Herman's locaoon.
"~
SPC #65. Void where prolubned.
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WORDEXPRESS
for Window,

SAVE 40% ON WINDOWS
WORD PROCESSOR
Word.Express makes it easy to create great looking reports,
term papers, essays and more. Top of the line feature sec, fut
and easy to use. Includes professionally designed Resume
Templates. Only S29. 95 when you use your MasterCard"
Card and mention offer WXO-MC. To order, call
1-800-998-4555. Visit Us On The World Wide Web
at hccp://delta.com/microv/home
Offer v.wd 8/ 15/95 to 12/31/ 95. Offer v.wd

di&)

I only on purchase, wmg a MasterCard' Card
• ·•
and when offer WXO-MC menooned.
I
- ~. 7~ ~
I Slupping and handlmg arc addtoonal. LITTUt
"'ltl/>1er'@tu<-'
prolubued.
where
Votd
purchase.
per
ducount
one
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ONEHOUfl

MOTOPHOTO

JOIN AND SAVE $45
Join for only S15. instead of the regular 60 annual
membership. Then enjoy FREE lift tickets and
sa\'ings up to 50% on lift tickets, resort lodging and dining,
etc.. at top r~orts East and West. A great gift for skiers/
snowboarders. Call 1-800-800-2SKI (2754) to join or for
details and specials in your favorite areas and mention offer
# I SMCSK I. Plus look for us on the internet at
URL http:// www.skicard. com/skicard
Otf<r 1.1l1J ~ 15 95 to 12 Jl 95.

dnl

on purlh.L<~ uq11~ J M.1.!i1c:rCJrd" Cud Jnd whc:n
the# 1:il\ltCSKI 1, J11('11nonc:J Oc:wl< on <1'..l<r dJKounu li:m:d m
95 l~ ··s.1,111~ Cu1Jc:.. m,.:luJt"J ,,,1h l'Jt· h mcmlxrslup
Ho ur-.:: Mon- Fn. '1,,.m_ to ➔ p.m. Mm nmt
Vo1J "h<rc rroh1h1tcJ

Otft."r n.l1J 011.J~

50% OFF FILM PROCESSING
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
Take 500/o off the regular pnce of processing and printing on
the first set of prints at MotoPhoco, when you use your
MasterCard' Card. Call 1-800-733-6686 for the location
nearest you. Limit 1. Offer Noc Valid Without This Coupon.
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Offer and coupon nltd 8/ 15/95 to 12/31/ 9;. Cash redempnon value l / 20f
Offer 1-ahd onh- on pure~ ustng, MilSlerCard' Card. Surrender coupon , i nme of
purclusc- limn one coupon per purchase. Cannot~ combined with
my other offers or discounts. MotoPho<o Club Members arc enn-o ( O l i f G E )
d<d to t~e 1()>.4 olfche coupon pncc. Offer valid on C-U
·• · · ':
proc«s, 3; nun film, a11d standard sue pnnts only. Offer valid at

pamc1p.1nng storti only.

'AA...~. 7L ~

Void wh<r< prohtbtttd.
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THE SHARPER IMlliES

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE

I
is easy at America's premier specialty retailer of gift,
I Shopping
recreaoonal, travel, apparel and more. Save 15% on a

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

fimess,
purchase ofS75 or more when you shop at any of our
75 score locations or by mail order. Call 1-800-344-4444,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to find the store nearest you
or for a FR.EE catalog.

Coupon Requm:d. Offer""'! coupon valid 8 / 15/ 95 to 12/31/95. Offer valid only on
pure~ wmg a MasterCard Card. There are a Lmtted number of Items to which this
offer d_o cs not app1y. May not be combined wnh Frequent Buyers'• Program, Price
Matching Pohcy, aucoon purchases, or other ducounts or promooons. (Jnl I C:,:,r
,.,.,..._UC
Not valid on purchase of gtfi: cem6cates or on previous purchases.
The discount IS apphcable to, and the mimmum purch:i.se based
· · ; '
shipping
tax,
excludes
and
only,
pnces
on current merchandue
~
POS CODE: L
and tax on sh1ppmg. Void where proh,bned
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